Year 6 Week Beginning 7/2/21
Please read the following information for this week’s home learning.
Our recommended book this week from Get Epic is: ‘How to be a person’ by Catherine Newman (we’ll be reading this in class
too so you can keep up!) You can use the class code cex3689 and search for yourself, or you can use the link below:

https://www.getepic.com/book/80585276/how-to-be-aperson?utm_source=t2t&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=content&share=30532943069
GO TO GETEPIC.COM ENTER CLASS CODE: cex3689 and read along…
Your logins for Purple Mash, spag.com, maths.com, IXL and My Maths are in the front of your Green Reading Record book.

Remember to write your date and LC at the top of your work.

Watch out for occasional LBQ home learning tasks as I set them for extended learning sometimes. I will announce on SEESAW and
share the codes as needed – the codes last for the whole day. If you log in and see the task paused, it should not be for very long: it
simply means I have paused it whilst I talk to the class in school.
WB
7/2/21

Lesson 1 AM

Lesson 2 AM

Lesson 3 PM

MON

Maths
LC: Can I understand
the idea of ‘area’?

Literacy
LC: Can I use the
punctuation for speech
correctly?

1.30 PM TEAMS
MEETING WITH YEAR
6.

Watch the video here:
https://vimeo.com/506
226806
Complete the tasks on
the worksheet called:
‘Shapes – same area’

Watch the short video
and complete the tasks in
the assignment.
https://classroom.thenati
onal.academy/lessons/topractise-speechpunctuation-74t66e

AGENDA:
1) To look at this
morning’s maths
answers- have
yours ready to
mark together.
2) To look at some
more arithmetic

Lesson 4 PM

Extra tasks / daily

ICT – eSafety week!

3pm – daily reading - SEARCH for
‘How to be a Person’ on GET EPIC and
get reading - remember to read for 30

LC: Can I understand why
social media, some
computer games and online
gaming, are age
restricted?
Watch the following
videos (ideally with
parents /carers!)

minutes each day and record in your Green
Reading Record book.
Log in Details:

www.getepic.com/students
Class code: cex3689
Times tables Rockstars / IXL.COM/
Mymaths – if you find you are completing
your maths or English lesson quickly (and

EXTENDED LEARNING:
If time allows, you should
also complete the
additional worksheet
called ‘Inverted Commas
Direct Speech’

TUES

Maths
LC: Can I understand
the idea of ‘area and
perimeter’?
Watch the video here:
https://vimeo.com/506
227199
Then complete the
worksheets entitled:
‘Area and perimeter’

from Friday’s
test.
3) To play SPANISH
NUMBER BINGO
Make sure you
know your
numbers to 30
and also multiples
of 10 between
10 and 100!
4) A chance to say
some Spanish out
loud and learn a
few more handy
phrases.

Literacy
LC Can I understand and
use determiners?

Music
LC: Can I understand
syncopated rhythms?

Can I plan my writing?

This follows on from last
week’s lesson ‘on and off’
beats.

For today’s 2 short
lessons, click the links
below and complete your
plan.

https://classroom.thenat
ional.academy/lessons/to
-understand-syncopatedrhythms-70u34t

1) PEGI ratings and
how they are
decided:
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=KJDhP0YjzH8&
feature=youtu.be
2) How to choose an
appropriate game
https://youtu.be/r7KOp5
6oNO8
3) More information
for your parents
can be found by
watching this
short clip with
Rio Ferdinand:
https://youtu.be/VTwRc
VkoDFU
Complete the worksheet
called ‘Age restrictions
on the internet and
gaming’
Spanish
LC: Can I understand and
remember how to say the
months of the year in
Spanish?
Complete the lesson and
list the month in Spanish.
Be sure to try to perfect
the pronunciation and how
to spell them.
Find the lesson here:

to a high standard!) then use these
websites to keep practising where you
feel that you need to. Remember: you
need to be confident in all areas of Y6
maths and SPAG to be ready for Year 7.
P.E. – Take a look at the OLDHAM
SPORT DEVELOPMENT YOUTUBE
CHANNEL:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLPUe7
1WcechYwmKndclSJQ
There are dance lessons and short PE
sessions to help keep you fit and active
during lockdown!
Each day try to keep active, each day.
Go outside for a walk and fresh air or join
in with Joe Wicks on YouTube, live
(Streaming on a Monday, Wednesday and
Friday) Or search BBC Super Movers for
a range of fun workouts.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermover
s
3pm – daily reading
Have you been active today and raised
your heart rate for 30 mins?
If not, it’s really important to remember that
your heart is a muscle and needs to be
exercised to keep it fit.
Why not ask your parents if you can time
yourself to run up and down the stairs 10
times? How long does it take you? Can you

Lesson 1:
https://classroom.thenati
onal.academy/lessons/todevelop-our-knowledgeof-determiners-6gr6cr

https://classroom.thenati
onal.academy/lessons/mon
ths-of-the-year-inspanish-c5k30d

Oldham Sports Development - YouTube
There are lots of videos here – from dance, to
games ideas and general agility and keep fit.
Give it a go and get sweaty!

Maths
LC:Can I calculate the
area of a triangle?

Literacy
LC: Can I gather and learn
the vocab for ‘surprised’?

12.00 PM MICROSOFT
TEAMS MEETING
WITH Y6

***PLEASE NOTE:
I HAVE ALSO SET UP A
MYMATHS ONLINE
LESSON AND
HOMEWORK THAT
MAY HELP YOU IF THE
WHITE ROSE VIDEOS
PROVE TOO
DIFFICULT***

Can I make a collect
witness statements?

This meeting will go over
some maths from this
morning and a little extra
practise. You’ll need a
whiteboard and pen or a
pencil and paper.

There are 3 lessons on
this learning challenge.
The key is learning the
formula and to look for

Today’s 2 short lessons
can be found below:
Lesson 1:
https://classroom.thenati
onal.academy/lessons/todevelop-a-richunderstanding-of-wordsassociated-with-feelingsurprised-60rk2d

Remember: Joe Wicks is on again tomorrow
too!
Finally, here is another link to home exercise
ideas:

Lesson 2:
https://classroom.thenati
onal.academy/lessons/toplan-the-finalparagraphs-of-anewspaper-report-65k62r

WEDS

beat the time tomorrow and get faster and
faster?

Be prepared for your
SPELLING TEST –
spring term gp5 during
this time.
AGENDA:
1) To mark this
morning’s maths

SCREEN FREE WEDNESDAY
1) Have a go at one of the get active ideas from the video we
looked at together.
2) Make your e-safety bookmark ready for activity 3! (See your
parentmail from Friday!)
3) Make your cosy reading corner or den: Get your teddies, your
most comfortable quilt, but most importantly your favourite
book (admittedly this could be from GET EPIC, but if you have
a real book handy, that would be even better!) If you are able,
help to make a nice hot chocolate and settle in for a some
quality reading time.
Send in the photos of your reading corner or den via SEESAW. Enjoy!

clues in diagrams and
information.
The lessons and
questions do get more
difficult.

Lesson 2:
https://classroom.thenati
onal.academy/lessons/towrite-eye-witnessstatements-74u34d

Watch the video here:
https://vimeo.com/5075
96408

Then complete the
worksheets called:
‘Area of a triangle 1’

THURS

Maths
LC: Can I calculate the
area of a triangle?

Literacy
LC: Can I write the final
paragraph of a report?

This is the second lesson
on the area of a triangle.

Can I edit it properly?

Watch the video here:
https://vimeo.com/5075
97205

Then complete the
worksheets called:
‘Area of a triangle 2’

Lesson 1:
https://classroom.thenati
onal.academy/lessons/towrite-the-finalparagraph-of-newspaperreport-6wv3cd
Lesson 2:

2) To complete our
spelling test –
spring term gp5
3) Together, to
watch a video
idea to get active
this afternoon:
Home P.E | KIDS
Multi-Skills
Lesson | Active
Children |
#STAYACTIVE |
PROGRESSIVE
SPORTS YouTube
4) To discuss and
share any good
books you plan to
read this
afternoon! Have
one ready if you
can!
Science
1) Complete the
test on the sheet
called ‘Y6 light
assessment’ as
best you can.
Send it back to Mr Day
via SEESAW.
2) The final lesson
to complete is
about shadows
and is a recap
lesson:

TWINKL/GO
There are 2 activities
here:
Go to TWINKL/GO and
use the following code:
ZC7432
Make any notes about
what you learn or revise
from this learning (you
last looked at this in Y5!)

3pm – Reading – ‘How to be a Person’ on
Get Epic

FRI

Maths
LC: Can I calculate the
area of a triangle?
This is the final lesson
on the area of a triangle.
Watch the video here:
https://vimeo.com/5079
06973
Then complete the
worksheets called:
‘Area of a triangle 3’

https://classroom.thenati
onal.academy/lessons/toedit-a-newspaper-report60wkac

https://classroom.thenat
ional.academy/lessons/ho
w-can-you-change-thesize-of-a-shadow-6cv66r

Literacy
LC: Can I write a news

ART
Dedicate this whole afternoon to art!

report?

This is your final lesson
on news reports. Be sure
to watch the lesson below
and write a fantastic
newspaper style report.
If you can, please use a
word processor to type in
up in a newspaper style
with columns. If not, then
try to make it look as
good as possible on paper
in true newspaper style.
Click the link below for
the final lesson:
https://classroom.thenati
onal.academy/lessons/towrite-a-newspaperreport-6gvked

Make it a celebration of drawing, painting (if you have
the materials!) collage or printing.
With an adult, search YOUTUBE for ‘teach yourself
to draw’ videos and find something you really want to
learn how to draw, or recap a lesson from the previous
weeks. The main thing is to try to enjoy what you learn
and how to do it!
It could be some street art, a self-portrait or some
‘still life’ of an object around the house.
If it is nice enough weather, maybe even some outdoor
sketching of some scenery.
For those of you who just want to do some ‘mindful
colouring’ as you head towards the holiday, I will also
upload some sheets for you to SEESAW and the
website.

HAVE A WONDERFUL
HOLIDAY – HAVE A REST
FROM ALL YOUR ONLINE
ACTIVITIES AND ENJOY
THE BREAK!

